
 

 
 

 

Sleep Training for Toddlers: 

Nap Training, 13-18 Months 

Now let’s talk naps! Naps are tricky, much trickier than nighttime 
sleep and they take much longer to tackle than nighttime sleep. 
This is because sleep pressure is much weaker during the 
daytime than it is at nighttime. However, it MUST be done - don’t 
skip it, naps are crucial! Without good quality daytime sleep, 
nighttime sleep can really begin to suffer because baby will be 
overtired. 

Here’s what you do: 

You do your naptime routine, put the baby down awake in the 
crib, and begin using the sleep training method of your choice. 
With naps, unlike nighttime sleep, you give your baby ONE HOUR 
to fall asleep.  

So if you’re doing the Shuffle, you’re sitting on the chair for up to 
one hour. If you’re doing Ferber, you’re doing the timed checks for 
up to one hour. If she doesn’t fall asleep within the hour, do the 
following: turn on the lights and give her a big hello. When she’s 
calmed down a bit, pick her up and feed her and play with her for 
15-20 minutes, and then try again and give her ANOTHER 60 
minutes to fall asleep. So if she doesn’t fall asleep during the first 
try, you’re not simply skipping the nap completely. Think of it as a 
false start. 



Okay, so your goal is for her to sleep for at least one hour. If she 
falls asleep within the hour and sleeps for at least one hour, that’s 
a success! So say you put her down for 9am, she falls asleep by 
9:15am and wakes up at 10:15am, that’s great! Get her up and 
continue with her day. But if, however, she naps for less than 60 
minutes, go back in and continue with the sleep training for an 
additional 30-45 minutes.  

If you are doing the Shuffle, go back to the chair and sit there for 
another 30-60 minutes with the hopes that she will fall BACK to 
sleep. If you are doing Ferber, continue doing Ferber checks for 
another 30-45 minutes with the hope that she will fall BACK to 
sleep. 

If she doesn’t fall back asleep, time the next nap based on when 
you actually got her from the crib, NOT when the short nap 
ended.  

If you have a baby over the age of 6 months, daytime sleep is 
completely neurologically organized.  This means that your baby 
is ready for a fairly consistent daytime schedule.  The timings 
don’t need to be exact, but they need to be fairly consistent, give 
or take 15-30 minutes.  If you timed the next nap based on when 
the previous short nap ended, you might find yourself chasing 
these mini-cat naps all day long because the naps are not 
happening at the biologically appropriate times.     

Let me give you an example of an 11 month-old baby who’s nap 
training, so you can see how this all plays out: 

This 11 month-old is up at 6:30am for the day.  She will probably 
be tired for her first nap around 9:15am.  She falls asleep by 
9:30am and wakes up at 10am.  You try extending the nap by 
continuing with nap training until 10:30am but she’s wide awake 
and not resettling.  This means that you would get her down for 
her next nap no earlier than 1:15pm-1:30pm because that’s about 
3 hours from when her last nap SHOULD have ended.  If she 
can’t last to 1:30pm, getting her down earlier for 1:15pm is fine. 



When you’ve begun nap training, it’s very common for baby’s 
sleep to temporarily suffer.  Remember, you’re no longer assisting 
your baby to fall asleep anymore, so it’s going to take your little 
one a bit of time to learn how to connect her sleep cycles.  If this 
is the case, you want to give your baby the opportunity to 
catch up on sleep in the later part of the afternoon so that 
they’re not an overtired mess by the end of the day.   

Here’s how this looks: 

If your baby is only napping 1-2 times a day, and your baby’s 
nap(s) was short, make sure to do an “emergency nap” later in 
the afternoon on the go in the stroller/car/carrier/your arms so that 
she catches up on sleep. 

Now, you don’t have to do nights and naps together. Some 
families choose to do night training and nap training at the same 
time if they’re hoping to simply rip the band-aid off at once. Others 
might find the whole process overwhelming. If that’s you, feel free 
to hold off on nap training and just focus on nights for a few days. 
This means sleep train your baby at night but continue to help him 
nap during the day, whether it's in the car, stroller, carrier, etc. But 
don’t wait longer than a few days, up to a week, to start nap 
training because eventually your baby will pick up on the 
inconsistency between what’s expected of him during the 
nighttime and what’s expected, or not expected of him during the 
day. 

Now, if the whole sleep training process is especially 
overwhelming for you, you don’t even need to do all naps at once. 
Feel free to do one nap at a time, starting with the morning nap 
since that nap is the easiest. Nap train the morning nap, help 
baby to sleep for the rest of the afternoon naps, and then a few 
days later move onto the second nap of the day.  

The last point I’ll make about nap training is that you can 
absolutely use a different sleep training approach for nights than 
for days. For example, I have a lot of clients who will use the 



Shuffle at nighttime but will use Ferber or the Wave during naps 
because the Shuffle seems to be too stimulating during the 
daytime, especially with baby’s weaker sleep pressure. 

 


